Genome sequencing technology is generating large databases of sequence at such a rate that advances in computer hardware alone are not adequate to handle them: more efficient algorithms are needed. Here an alignment-free method of sequence comparison and visualisation based on the Chaos Games Representation (CGR) and multifractal analysis is explored as an approach to search and filter through a data set of over 1500 microbial genomes. Whereas BLAST takes 25 hours to search this data set with large sequence fragments (e.g. 100 Kb), the method introduced here can reduce this data set by 95% (from 1550 target species to just 50) in about 15 minutes, and it is able to predict the exact species correctly in 67% of cases. The results presented here demonstrate that CGR is worth further investigation as a fast method to perform genome sequence comparison on large data sets, and various ways to further develop the method are discussed.
Introduction
DNA sequences are currently being generated at a rate that outstrips Moore's Law [1] . In addition new sequencing technologies such as nanopore sequencing have recently claimed to be able to generate very long read lengths of 100,000 base-pairs in length (100 Kb) [2] . If this is realised, then there will be a significant acceleration in the size of genome databases. In order to analyse these sequences it has become clear that simply buying more advanced computational hardware is no longer possible. Instead it is essential to develop more efficient computational methods able to quickly search these vast collections. In this article preliminary results are given for a fast approach to comparing and identifying microbial genome sequences.
The most widely used methods of comparing fragments of DNA are based on sequence alignment, using approaches based on dynamic programming [3] and implemented in tools like BLAST [4] . However, methods have been proposed for alignment-free sequence comparison. In a review of such methods [5] , two basic approaches were identified. The first approach considers the statistical analysis of word frequency, where a word is a small oligomer or k-mer. The second approach includes the use of Kolmogorov complexity and Chaos Theory. In this paper the alignment-free sequence comparison method we are investigating belongs to the second approach, and is known as the Chaos Games Representation or CGR [6, 7] . It uses a DNA walk model to highlight how the sequence of nucleotides differs from that of a random sequence and represents it in a scale-independent manner that has fractal properties. In addition, the CGR can be used to visualise the sequence: it may display the set of word frequencies in a single square image by using pixels to represent single words, coloured according to word frequency. See Figure 1 for examples.
Multifractal analysis methods can be applied to CGRs. One such method proposed to classify bacterial genomes by applying multifractal analysis, along with spectral analysis, to the CGRs of just over 33 bacterial genomes [8] . The authors showed that phylogenetically similar bacteria clustered together in 2 and 3 dimensional spaces that were derived from the CGR fractal dimension. By deriving a property from a CGR analogous to the concept of specific heat capacity in physics, Yu et al. [9] were able to distinguish between coding and noncoding exons in bacterial genomes. They found the fractal dimension was higher in noncoding sequences than in coding sequences. Similar approaches were used recently to analyse the human genome [10] and to distinguish between HIV-1 genomes [11] . However, it is not clear how well these approaches scale, and if they can be applied to the thousands of genomes that now reside in public repositories.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the utility of CGRs for comparative and metagenomic studies, where fragments of genomes from hundreds or thousands of microbial species need to be classified taxonomically and identified [12] . The outline of this paper is as follows. First, the methods used to generate, analyse and compare CGRs are described, followed by the test data sets used, and then a number of results are given that are important for calibrating the method. The method is compared to BLAST, and before the conclusion, a discussion that includes ideas for future work is given.
Methodology

The Chaos Games Representation and multifractal analysis
A detailed explanation of the CGR is given by Almeida et al. [13] . Due to space limitations we can only give a brief summary of the method here.
A CGR plot is based upon a 2-dimensional graph [6, 7] . It is square in shape, and the vertices of the square represent the four nucleotide bases g, such that A = (0, 0), T = (1, 0), C = (0, 1) and G = (1, 1). A sequence can then be plotted within the area of the square, such that the coordinates of the position r i , corresponding to the nucleotide i, are given by:
where the first nucleotide of the sequence is plotted at the centre of the square, in the position (0.5, 0.5). Using an iterative approach, the genome sequence is then transformed into a series of points comprising a pseudo-random walk around the area of the square graph. The location of each point is representative of the base-pairs in the sequence immediately preceding that point. Hence it is possible to transform the CGR plot into a representation of the words or k-mer frequencies in the DNA sequence. Following an approach previously used for multifractal analysis of CGRs [14, 9, 11] , boxes of size r were defined; for instance 64 equal sized boxes will each have a side length of 1/8 given that the dimensions of the graph are of unitary length. Once the boxes are defined the density of points in each box may be calculated. Any box size is possible, and the smaller the box size, the higher the resolution of the representation. However, this study has divided the CGR square such that the number of boxes is always a multiple of 4 (due to the 4 DNA bases). Thus a box size of 1/8 corresponds to 4 3 boxes, i.e. all possible nucleotide trimers or 3-mers. Given the density of the boxes, the partition sum is defined for all non-empty boxes i as:
here q is any real number, and acts to emphasis relatively sparse and dense regions. In this study it is given values between -15 to 15. The spectrum of scaling exponents τ q may then be given by: The generalised fractal dimension spectrum is defined for q 1 as:
and for q = 1 as:
A quantity analogous to the concept of specific heat spectra, C q , can also be calculated by taking the second differential of τ with respect to q. The calculation is typically performed [9, 11] using the following approximation:
See Figure 1 for some example CGR box density, fractal dimension and analogous specific heat capacity plots.
The microbial genome data sets used
The Genometa software package includes a large collection of curated microbial reference sequences from five sequencing initiatives [15] . The full data set (as of April 2012) consists of 2550 genomes, while the "one genome per species" subset consists of 1551 genomes, each from a different species. By subtracting this "one genome per species" data set from the full data set, a data set of 999 genomes is created, each genome representing a different strain of the various species present in the "one genome per species" data set.
In the tests performed here, the "one genome per species" data set is referred to as the species-target data set, while the data set of 999 different strains will be referred to as the strain-query data set. Due to issues when pre-processing the data, including the automatic parsing of ambiguous genome names, the strain-query data set was reduced to 977 genomes.
Using CGRs for genome comparison
This study has investigated the utility of CGRs for searching through the species-target data set with the strainquery data set using different box sizes r and three measures or properties of the CGR:
1. The box densities P i . 2. The fractal dimension D q , given by Equations 4 and 5. 3. The analogous specific heat capacity C q , given by Equation 6.
An RMSD measure has been used to compare a pair of CGR properties. For example, if each CGR box density is calculated with N B boxes of the same size, then the RMSD score is given by:
where d i and d j are the density of boxes i and j in the two CGRs. A similar approach is used when comparing the other two properties derived from the CGR. In these cases the d i and d j in Equation 7 are the value of either the fractal dimension or the analogous specific heat capacity for a particular value of q, and the sum is over all q values.
Note that because the strains in the strain-query data set are not included in the species-target data set, exact matches between the two data sets are not possible -at best the lowest RMSD score as given by Equation 7 should identify a genome from the species to which the strain belongs. Therefore, to test the accuracy of this identification process, the taxonomic information of each genome are compared. This is performed using taxonomic information downloaded from the NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/) and an in-house script to build the taxonomic tree. Each genome in both data sets was allocated the following 6 attributes of taxonomic information, in order of the lowest member of the hierarchy to the highest: species, genus, family, order, class, and phylum.
Results
To calibrate and evaluate the method, the following experiments were performed.
Size of sequence fragment
A CGR generated from a fraction of a genome sequence is similar to the whole sequence. However, it is known that the fractal properties differ significantly for CGRs generated from coding and noncoding regions in a genome [9] . Hence it is important to investigate the variability of the genome sequence in order to understand if there is a minimum fragment size that would be suitable for CGR-based analysis. Figure 2 shows the average and maximum RMSD scores for fragments of different size (from 3.2 Kb to just over 204 Kb) taken from an E. coli genome. Fragments of each size were taken in regular intervals along the entire genome sequence, each fragment overlapping 50% of its sequence with the previous fragment.
For the CGR box density measure, the figure shows that the average RMSD is much the same for all box sizes. However, it does change according to the fragment size, leveling off after about 50 Kb. There is also quite a lot of variability in the measure, as shown by the maximum RMSD scores: these are much greater than the average scores. The maximum RMSD plots indicates the maximum variability of CGR box density approach to comparing sequences. A large maximum RMSD indicates that the CGR box density may not be able to uniquely identify the species from which the fragment is derived when searching through large databases of genome sequences. For small fragment sizes there is big difference between the maximum and the average RMSD values, especially for CGR densities constructed with large box sizes (e.g. 1/8). However, for fragments of size 100 Kb or more, the RMSD plots for all box sizes tend to converge to similar maximum RMSD values (these are about twice the value of the average RMSD). Therefore, for fragments of about 100 Kb or greater size, relatively large box sizes can be used -which will reduce the time required to calculate Equation 7. Note also that for small box sizes (e.g. 1/128) the number of boxes may be greater than the number of base-pairs (i.e. points) in the CGR plot, and hence there will be many zero values included in Equation 7 , which may lower the similarity score but not increase its ability to distinguish between fragments between different genomes: this is especially relevant for smaller sequence fragments.
For the fractal dimension measure there is slightly more variability, as shown by the maximum RMSD score. The plots also show that the largest box size (1/8) has the highest accuracy. While the actual RMSD scores are much smaller for the analogous specific heat capacity measure, the general behaviour is similar to that of the fractal dimension measure. These RMSD plots are not so well behaved as for the CGR box densities: there is no overall reduction in the variability of the RMSD scores as the fragment sizes become larger, instead the RMSD scores tend to jump about for different fragment sizes. This may indicate the presence of noise which may weaken the discriminatory power of these two measures.
Comparison with BLAST
Here the utility of the CGR properties for searching and filtering large genomic data sets is investigated by comparing the results of the CGR approaches to those from BLAST. Four sequence fragments with sizes of 100 bp, 1000 bp, 10 Kb, and 100 Kb were taken from each of the 977 genomes in the strain-query data set, and compared against the 1550 genomes in the species-target data set.
Using the BLAST programs, a database of the 1550 species-target data set was created. Each sequence fragment from the strain-query data set was queried against this database, the top scoring BLAST hit was recorded, and the correct taxonomic classifications of this BLAST hit were calculated as described in Section 2.3.
For each sequence fragment, CGR properties were created with different box side lengths. Using Equation 7 the CGR properties of the fragment were compared to those of the 1550 whole target genomes, created using the same box side lengths. In the left-hand side of Figure 3 we consider how well the CGR properties perform at predicting the species from which the fragments are derived. For these results, only the predictions made by the top ranking hit were considered.
The left-hand side of Figure 3 indicates that the CGR box density property is the most useful for identifying the strain's correct species, especially for larger fragment sizes. Out of the 1550 species in the species-target data set, the exact species was predicted for just over 67% of the 977 strains when the fragment size was 100 Kb, and the box size was 1/16 or 1/32. For a fragment size of 10 Kb, 46% of species predictions were correct for the 1/16 box size. For CGR box density, average RMSD CGR box density, maximum RMSD Fractal dimension, average RMSD Fractal dimension, maximum RMSD Anal. sp. heat capacity, average RMSD Anal. sp. heat capacity, maximum RMSD Figure 2 : Average and maximum RMSD score for CGR densities, fractal dimensions, and analogous specific heat capacities, generated from fragments of an E. coli genome that have been compared to the corresponding measure generated for the whole genome.
CGR box density CGR box density for box size 1/16
Fractal dimension Fractal dimension for box size 1/8
Anal. sp. heat capacity Anal. sp. heat capacity for box size 1/8 Figure 3 : The left-hand column is the number of correct taxonomic classifications of species as predicted by the number 1 top ranked hit (i.e. the lowest RMSD score) for different fragment sizes. The right-hand column indicates how large (i.e. the number N) the set of top ranked hits should be in order to contain correct classifications at different taxonomic levels. The lowest BLAST line corresponds to the number of correct species identified by the top BLAST hit, with higher lines corresponding to higher taxonomic classifications. The fragment size is 100 Kb and the box size used gives the highest number of correct species classifications according to the left-hand side plots. smaller fragment sizes, and for the fractal dimension and analogous specific heat capacity measures, the prediction rate drops quite considerably.
The results for the CGR box densities demonstrate that this measure may be used to pre-filter assembled metagenomic reads. In this scenario, the correct species would be contained with a data set corresponding to the set of species predicted by a number N of the highest ranked hits. The question then is how many of the top hits should be contained in this data set i.e. what value of N is required?
The right-hand side of Figure 3 attempts to answer this question. Here the taxonomic predictions for the highest ranked N scores were considered, where N was varied between 1 and 200. For example, if at least one of the N predictions had the correct species classification, then that counted as a correct classification of the species. All levels of the taxonomic hierarchy were checked for correctness and the prediction with the highest number of correct classifications was determined: only this prediction was used in the count of correct classifications. It is usually the case that if the strain's species is predicted correctly, then the higher taxonomic classifications are also correct. Thus, for the CGR box density property (with box size 1/16), the 10 highest ranked hits contain a prediction that is as accurate as that made by the top BLAST hit. It should also be noted that the top blast hit does not always predict the correct species. If the 50 highest ranked predictions made using the CGR box density property are considered, then that data set may be more accurate than just considering the top BLAST hit: thus the CGR box density property may be used to quickly reduce the 1550 genomes in the species-target dat set to around 50 genomes, which may then be more thoroughly searched using BLAST.
The fractal dimension and analogous specific heat capacity properties make less accurate predictions than the CGR box density property. The top 100 or 150 predictions need to be considered before finding a prediction as accurate as that made by BLAST. Thus these properties may still be used to filter large data sets, and it should be noted that they are most accurate with relatively large box sizes, which require the least effort to compute.
Example timings for the CGR box density and BLAST runs are given in Table 1 and Table 2 . The timings in Table 1 demonstrate that the CGR box density property is a very fast way to identify the taxonomic identity of species when compared to BLAST, especially for larger sequence fragments. Table 2 gives the break down of the timings for the different fragment sizes: for the CGR box density size of 1/16 and for BLAST. Whereas the timings for BLAST increase rapidly for larger fragments, the timings for the CGR approach increase much more slowly, demonstrating its scalability.
These times do not include the timing to create the target databases: here BLAST is much faster than the CGR methods, taking almost 1 minute versus the 6 hours and 35 minutes hours required by the CGR methods when using a box size of 1/16. However, for all these experiments the CGR comparison software was implemented in Python and no significant effort was made to optimize the code for speed. Hence there is much scope for decreasing the runtime of these comparisons. All timings were performed using a single core on a 2.93 Ghz Intel Xeon chip.
Discussion and future work
Microbial communities may be composed of many different species, and short read sequencing technologies are commonly used in metagenomic studies to generate the initial sequences. These reads are usually about 100 bp long, and once sequenced are assembled into contigs (contiguous sequences) that are orders of magnitude longer: it is often the case the longer contigs correspond to the most abundant species, whereas less common species may be represented by contigs of only 100s or maybe 1000s of base-pairs in length. Handling the relatively short contigs is a major challenge and interest for metagenomic studies because they may indicate the presence of rare and novel sequencesperhaps from microbial species unknown to science, with important commercial implications for industrial processes and biorefining. While this study has shown that the CGR box density property is an efficient approach for handling sequence fragments of 10 Kb to 100 Kb in length, such as the contigs output from metagenomic assemblies, it still has problems with processing either the unassembled reads or very small contigs from metagenomic assemblies.
A relatively simple scoring function is used in this study. One problem with is that for high resolution CGR box density plots (i.e. very small box sizes) there are many squares with no points inside, and these can skew the RMSD score. It also considers every box equally: an advantage of the CGR is that it creates a distinctive signature of the genome and hence the density of some boxes will be more useful for identifying that particular genome sequence than others. It should therefore be possible to extract key features from the CGR plot that are unique to each species, or even to other taxonomic levels (genus or family especially). Such features may represent combinations of nucleotides that are either over represented or under represented in a taxonomic classification.
A related active area of research is the statistical analysis of the frequency of occurrence of k-mers in genomic sequences. For example, Pride et al [16] investigated the evolutionary implications of biases in the usage patterns of 4-mers using 27 microbial genomes: they discovered a phylogenetic signal in the coding regions, and a significant variation between coding and non-coding regions. More recent researchers have developed methods based on the usage patterns of 4-mers to study microbial communities using metagenomics [17] . For instance, the HabiSign software is able to quickly identify subsets of sequences that are specific to a particular habitat [18] , and MetaCluster 4.0 software [19] is used for the clustering or taxonomic binning of short metagenomic reads from 100 species. These methods based on k-mer usage patterns may be viewed as a subset of methods that can be applied to CGRs. CGRs are not limited to box sizes corresponding to k-mers, and a major advantage of CGRs is that they can be used for visualisation -a CGR is a type of fractal landscape that can be analysed using established methods of fractal analysis. Although it has not be explored here, it should be possible to use algorithms developed for computer vision to extract distinctive features from the CGR. These methods could be used with CGRs to extract features based on sets of boxes clustered together on the CGR that represent groups of k-mers that are either highly or lowly represented.
Conclusions
The Chaos Games Representation of genome sequences was first introduced almost 2 decades ago. It is a convenient way to visualise and compare genome sequences and has been used for a number of alignment-free methods of sequence comparison. While recent papers have investigated its use for analysing small data sets using fractal based methods (i.e. less than 100 sequences), it has not been clear from the literature if it is able to resolve differences between sequences in the large data sets currently being produced by new sequencing technologies. Also, relatively little interest has been given to using the CGR plots themselves as a basis of comparison rather than derived fractal properties. This study has addressed these issues; it used the Genometa data set of microbial species, which was divided into one data set of 1550 target species genomes and queried with sequences derived from an additional 977 genomes -each of these queries is a different strain to the species targets. It has shown that the CGR box density property can be used as a fast method for filtering large data sets and that it is more superior to those based on the fractal properties: whereas BLAST takes 25 hours to search this data set, the method introduced here can be used to prefilter this data set, reducing the 1550 target genomes to just 50, in about 15 minutes. This is a promising result, and approach described here can be further developed -for example with more sophisticated scoring functions.
